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Dems want to release rebuttal
House panel expected to
vote today on dissenting
surveillance memo
By NICHOLAS FANDOS
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — As Republicans on the House Intelligence
Committee backed away Sunday
from President Donald Trump’s
claim that a newly released
memo vindicates him in the
Russia investigation, Democrats

pressed for the release of their
own classified rebuttal, with a
vote expected today on whether
to make it public.
The memo that the panel’s
Republicans released Friday
claims that federal law enforcement officials abused their powers to spy on a former Trump
campaign official. In the days
since its release, members of
the two parties have clashed
sharply over its import: While
some Republicans say it shows
evidence of bias in the Russia

inquiry from the start, Democrats have denounced it as a
misleading tactic to undermine
the investigation and protect
Trump.
Republicans on the committee voted against releasing the
Democratic rebuttal memo last
Monday at the same time they
chose to initiate the release of
their own 31/2-page document.
But several of those Republicans, as well as the House speaker, Paul Ryan, have indicated
that they now favor releasing

the Democratic memo, as long
as it has been scrubbed of sensitive national security information.
Democrats have said their 10page memo corrects mischaracterizations by the Republicans
and adds crucial context to
actions by the FBI and the Justice Department in obtaining a
secret Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court order to wiretap
the former Trump aide, Carter
Page.
The Republican memo was

released after Trump rejected
pleas from national security
officials and declined to invoke
national security concerns to
block it. The president has enthusiastically embraced the Republican document and claimed
Saturday that it “totally vindicates” him.
The Democratic document,
if the Intelligence Committee
votes to release it, would be subject to the same review by the
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“Maybe not today or tomorrow or next year, but in the medium
and long range the fire was good for the natural world.”
CAROLYN GREENE, certified California naturalist

Signs of life at Sugarloaf

NEW YORK TIMES

President Donald Trump

A new
arms
race
begins
US, Russia upgrade
nuclear options as
treaty takes effect
By DAVID E. SANGER
AND WILLIAM J. BROAD
NEW YORK TIMES
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During a fire recovery hike Sunday, participants walk through an area of burned chaparral at Sugarloaf Ridge State Park in Kenwood.

Park in Kenwood reopens, letting visitors see how nature regenerates
BY KEVIN FIXLER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

O

ne has only to look to the
native coyote bush to see
the flora are returning
and the ecological cycle is already
underway after the wildfires at
Sugarloaf Ridge State Park.
“It’s sort of the poor stepchild of
every area where it grows, because
it’s so common and it seems kind
of boring,” said Carolyn Greene, a
longtime certified California Naturalist, pointing out new sprouts
at the shrub’s base. “But it’s one of
the pioneer plants, generally, in en-

vironments that comes in first. A
week ago there wasn’t new growth
on that stem, so that’s happening.
“We will see some ‘was plant,’”
she said, referring to those that
died in last October’s destructive
fires, “but this is definitely an ‘is
plant.’ ”
In a sign of the region’s recovery, the park in Kenwood reopened
Thursday for the first time in nearly four months, welcoming heavy
foot traffic to catch first glimpses
of the damage done. Some sections
of the regional fixture known for
its rolling hills and serene, tree-

lined meadows, saw flames 70 feet
tall that burned as hot as
1,200 degrees and scorched 80 percent of the park’s total landscape.
Portions of the well-traversed
public lands, established in 1962,
remain closed while staff and volunteers continue repairing trails,
relaying rebar and rebuilding
wooden retaining walls to prevent
soil erosion. Of its 16 trails, only
10 are presently open because of
the countless hours invested to get
them ready, with two of them open
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TAKE A TOUR
FOR YOURSELF
To sign up for a weekend fire recovery walk,
donate to Sugarloaf
Ridge State Park or
reserve a campsite, visit
sugarloafpark.org.

WASHINGTON — A treaty
committing the United States
and Russia to keep their longrange nuclear arsenals at the
lowest levels since early in the
Cold War goes into full effect
today. When it was signed eight
years ago, President Barack
Obama expressed hope that it
would be a small first step toward deeper reductions, and
ultimately a world without nuclear weapons.
Now, that optimism has been
reversed. A new nuclear policy
issued by the Trump administration Friday, which vows to
counter a rush by the Russians
to modernize their forces even
while staying within the treaty limits, is touching off a new
kind of nuclear arms race. This
one is based less on numbers
of weapons and more on novel
tactics and technologies, meant
to outwit and outmaneuver the
other side.
The Pentagon envisions a
new age in which nuclear weapons are back in a big way — its
strategy bristles with plans for
new low-yield nuclear weapons
that advocates say are needed
to match Russian advances and
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Lawyers decry ‘collateral arrests’ by ICE agents
By ANDREA CASTILLO
LOS ANGELES TIMES

LOS ANGELES — They burst
into View Park Automotive in
South Los Angeles carrying
semi-automatic weapons and
wearing vests that simply read
“police.”
Four men, including Juan
Hernandez Cuevas, were handcuffed and taken away.
Hernandez, 46, said he had
no idea which law enforcement
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agency had just arrested him —
or why — until he arrived at a
downtown L.A. processing facility and saw the word “immigration” written on a wall.
On that late September afternoon, at least six agents with
U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement arrived with a
warrant for the owner of the
shop, who had an outstanding
deportation order based on multiple DUI convictions.
They didn’t identify them-
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selves or ask questions about
the men’s immigration status
as they arrested every employee
on the property.
“In the moment, I just had the
worry and anguish about what
would happen with my wife and
child,” Hernandez said.
The Trump administration
calls immigrants who are not
the original targets but are
swept up during enforcement
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DEADLY AMTRAK CRASH: Train traveling

on wrong track hits stationary freight train,
kills two, hurts scores in South Carolina / A5
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A still from a
video shows
Juan Hernandez Cuevas, 46,
being arrested
in an ICE raid.
He has accused
federal agents
of not identifying themselves
or asking questions about his
immigration
status.
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